
There is some argument about when the grand
house and estate of Congham Hall in Norfolk
was built and who was responsible, but it is
thought it may have been constructed some

time between 1794 and 1826, possibly by Henry Elsden, a
wealthy King’s Lynn merchant.

Apart from the beautiful building we see today and which
has been recently restored and extended, there are around 30
acres of grounds including a beautiful modern garden. The
garden is largely thanks to recent owners Trevor and Christine
Forecast who bought Congham in 1982 and who were
responsible for its hotel conversion. A keen gardener, Christine
Forecast started the herb garden in the same year and it quickly
became renowned for its collection of up to 400 species.

Philip Bailey has worked at Congham for 18 years and
been head gardener for the past three. He told me: “Mrs
Forecast was passionate about herbs. Although she was
often busy running the hotel with her husband, she would
often come out into the garden and help with the weeding
– sit near the herb sales area and talk to the guests.”

The Forecast’s retired and sold Congham Hall in 1999
after which the building was greatly extended; outbuildings
such as the stables were converted into rooms, all with flower
names reflecting the previous owners’ love of their garden.

The gardener
Phil runs the gardens with the help of Neil and Ben and the
team also look after running repairs for the hotel complex.
We started our tour in the veg plot where Phil explained
that because salads are so popular he sows in succession to
make sure that the kitchen has regular supplies.

Also looking good here were carrots, coriander, chard
and peas. ‘French Breakfast’ radish is also popular with the
kitchen and so too is sown in succession. ‘Countess’
parsnips had already produced some decent roots despite
a cold spring.

We continued on past the ‘Detroit’ beetroot.
“The chefs have had some this week. We
grow ‘Bull’s Blood as well and the leaves
of that variety are used to add
colour to salads. The chefs are
busy pickling the beetroot as
there is quite a lot ➤
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Congham Hall was a private home until 1982.


